HEBREW: DOOR or PICTURE (4) – Letter ‘Dalet’

DALET

The fourth Hebrew letter is ‘Dalet’, pictured at right.

The Hebrew picture for Dalet is ‘Door’.

The character is interesting in that the bar at the top is thick, but the line dropping down from the bar is thin. This makes the translation of the figure into the 3-Square intriguing. It appears as if the line coming down cancels the squares beneath it, but does not cover them.

For a full explanation of the 3x3 Truth-Square please see the Appendix.

We will take the bar at the top to signify God in Heaven: Aleph (Father) Beth (Son), and Gimel (Holy Spirit). If Dalet is a Door, what do we see in the Door? We see a hidden Message:

GOD

Not Seen (Canceled) In: Babylon and Asia

GOD

Seen In (Revealed) In: Holy Land and Egypt;

Cursed Ham

The spiritual number 4, which is represented by Dalet in Hebrew, means “Message” or “Motion” or “World”.

The character Dalet is in the shape of a theater which has curtains on the side. The thin line is the curtain. The thick bar is the feature attraction: the Message of God! Let’s pull the curtain back and watch.

The movie or story presented is the Motion of God, the events of God in the World: the places when God revealed himself. Dalet is telling us don’t look for God in Asia (Eastern Mysticism) or in Babylon (worldly commercialism): you won’t find God there. Look in the history of the Holy Land and Egypt. God revealed himself among those people.

Looking at the events of history in the Holy Land and in Egypt what do we see over and over? We see God judging sin. Ham is the son of Noah drank wine, became drunk, and lay uncovered in his tent. Ham saw his father’s nakedness and told his two brothers outside. Shem and Japheth took a garment and laid it across their shoulders and they walked in backwards and covered their father’s nakedness. When Noah awoke from his wine and found out what his youngest son had done he said: “Cursed be Canaan! The lowest slave will he be to his brothers.” (Gen. 9:20-25)
Noah who went into the tent of his father and saw his nakedness. Ham pulled back the curtain of his father’s tent. Noah cursed the children of Ham. Message of God! Man is a Sinner: Cursed!

**Connection of Number 4 to the World**

There is another square we ought to connect to the Hebrew character Dalet, which is the fourth Hebrew character: the 2-Square, which has 4 stones. The 2-Square is holy, just like all the squares that have sides which are a prime number of stones. The 2-Square pictures the four corners of the World and the four spiritual fathers of the people of the Earth:

The 3-Square is just the 2-Square that is expanded to make room for five new stones in the shape of a cross between the corner stones in the 2-Square:

Looking at the transition from the 2-Square to the 3-Square, we can also think of it in terms of the prophetic time line between the Covenant of Noah (2-Square) to the Covenant of Abram (3-Square).
The 3-Square introduces the Holy Land, which is also representative of the holy life and the Holy One, the Messiah who will come to bring salvation to the people of the world from their sins. In the 2-Square there is a Savior, Noah, who saves eight people plus all the animals in the Ark from the flood of God’s wrath upon the wicked Earth. However, *Noah is only able to bring a temporary rest* because the World fills up again with sinners. In the 3-Square we meet another Savior, Jesus Christ the Lord, who *brings eternal rest*: who can save people from the eternal penalty of sin, and bring the world back to the Garden of Eden.

**Connection of Noah to the Americas**

There are four corners of the Earth, but there are only three fathers of all the people in the Earth: Ham, Shem, and Japheth. There were four male heads of households in the Ark: Noah plus his three sons. It makes sense that Noah would assume the position of spiritual father to the Americas.

But is there an historic connection? Is there archeological or cultural or Scriptural evidence of Noah ever reaching the Americas?

*Noah was an expert boat builder and navigator*. He absolutely could have sailed to the Americas. After he was publically shamed by the slander of his son Ham, Noah also had incentive to settle in a different region than the rest of his sons. Noah certainly lived a long time after the flood. The flood came on the 17th day of the second month of Noah’s 600th year (Genesis 7:11). Noah lived 350 years after the flood! There was lots of time to build a boat and sail to a far off land.

Another clue in Scripture is concerning Peleg: “*Two sons were born to Eber: One was named Peleg because in his days the earth was divided*” (Gen. 10:25). Eber became a father 67 years after the flood, and Peleg became a father 101 years after the flood. Eber became a father 247 sabbaticals of years after Adam, and Peleg became a father 251 sabbaticals of years after Adam. Eber became a father 1,723 years after Adam and Peleg became a father 1,757 years after Adam. The spiritual meaning of these numbers:

**Years after Flood**: (Eber) 67 ‘Gentiles [Japheth] Praise God’ (Peleg) 101 ‘Rebellious Cast Out’

**Sabbaticals after Adam**: (Eber) 247 ‘Treaty With False Messiah’ (Peleg) 251 ‘Evil Spirit Control’

**Years after Adam**: (Eber) 1,723 [269th prime] ‘Dagger in Brother’s Side’ (Peleg) 1,757 = 7 x 251 ‘End of Evil Spirit Control’

Based on the spiritual meaning of numbers, in the days of Peleg there was some real trouble in the family! We see three things in these numbers: strife in the family, the working of evil, and a Treaty.
From this we conclude that *the division of the earth that occurred in the days of Peleg was a treaty between members of the family to set boundaries for the peoples*. You stay on your side, I’ll stay on my side, and we’ll put this fighting to a stop.

It was customary in ancient times to signify a covenant between neighbors by erecting a pillar of stones to mark the boundary. We believe that a pillar of stones was erected to signify the Treaty between Ham, Shem, Japheth, and Noah concerning the division of the Earth into territories – and that pillar was the Great Pyramid in Giza. Hear what Isaiah says about future days concerning Egypt:

“There will be an altar to the Lord in the midst of the land of Egypt, and a pillar to the Lord at its border. And it will be a sign and a witness to the Lord of Hosts in the land of Egypt” (Isa. 19:19-20)

Isaiah is foretelling. There will be a pillar, a monument to the Lord, at the border of Egypt in the last days. Is it too much to assume that the Great Pyramid was also a pillar in Egypt which sat at the border long before Isaiah? That the Great Pyramid stones marked the possession of the four fore-fathers: Japheth (North); Ham (South); Shem (East); and Noah (West)?

We can’t say for certain, but that is one huge heap of stones there at Giza! As far as pillars go – and setting borders goes - it must have signified a treaty of immense proportions. The Great Pyramid of Giza is also perfectly, absolutely perfectly aligned to true North. This would make sense if the division of land was based on directions relative to Giza. The Great Pyramid also contains much knowledge concerning the dimensions, volume, mass, and circumference of the Earth. This suggests the treaty concerned the whole Earth. The word Giza means ‘cut stone’. A heap of stones marks the spot where covenants are ‘cut’. More evidence to support the notion Giza is the spot the world was divided.

*We assume that once the strong covenant between the three brothers and the father was cut, Noah was free to enjoy his inheritance, and set sail for the Americas.* How did Noah know America was there? Come on people! Noah was a prophet of God who heard the Lord so clearly he was able to take down dimensions and build a boat precisely to his specifications. For Noah to go for a sail by faith to another paradise (the Caribbean) is only a fitting type of Jesus, who will one day after all his troubles, return to the paradise that was lost on Earth.
There is evidence of Noah’s influence in American indigenous history and culture. The connections seem closest in the Central American ancient cultures. Quetzalcoatl is a god of the Aztecs. The name comes from a bird, the beautiful plumaged Quetzal, combined with ‘coatl’ meaning serpent. Quetzals eat noxious creatures such as small snakes and scorpions. So, although the name is commonly interpreted as ‘feathered-serpent’ it could be interpreted ‘serpent eating bird’. Spiritually that would suit a spiritual warrior like Noah.

The Aztec legends of Quetzalcoatl say: (source: Wikipedia.org)

- He was a ‘boundary maker’ and intercessor between earth and sky
- He was connected to the planet Venus (which signifies prophets: see our Page 7.0 STARS)
- He is connected to the Creator deity: having contributed to the creation of mankind [after the flood, very definitely! The fore-father of all peoples on the Earth!]
- He belonged to four brothers each of whom corresponded to a point on the compass! [division of the world according to the four directions; treated as if he was a brother though he was the father of the three brothers]
- Quetzalcoatl presided over the West point of the compass! [Simply amazing connection]
- He was considered the god of light, justice, and mercy [his teachings reflected the belief of patriarchs in the holiness of the LORD but his loving kindness as well]
- He is credited with invention of the calendar, useful for agriculture, and the one who introduced the production of corn [Noah was an expert farmer]
- He was the patron god of the Aztec priesthood, learning, and knowledge [a great Teacher!]
- His name is associated with death and resurrection [very God centered beliefs]
- There is a legend of him getting drunk and committing some embarrassing act
- He is revered as the god of wisdom, life, and knowledge

Evidently the teaching of Noah had a profound effect on indigenous American beliefs, particularly in the anticipation of ‘the return of the lords’. When Cortez the Spanish conquistador arrived in Central America the natives believed he was the Lord that Quetzalcoatl taught would return to the Earth. These are the precise words Montezuma used to greet Cortez:

You have graciously come on earth, you have graciously approached your water, your high place of Mexico, you have come down to your mat, your throne, which I have briefly kept for you, I who used to keep it for you, You have graciously arrived, you have known pain, you have known weariness, now come on earth, take your rest, enter into your palace, rest your limbs; may our lords come on earth.

These words describe an expectation of the return of a divine heavenly one to Earth. Given the passage of time between Noah and Montezuma it is remarkable to see how persistent that expectation was. We know this is not a myth, because we wait for the return of Christ ourselves.
Based on all this evidence, our conclusion is Noah did travel to the Americas and made a great positive spiritual impact on the civilization of the indigenous Americans. It is sad that over many centuries the reverence of the peoples for Noah transformed into worship of him as a god.

It should be noted that mass human sacrifice to propitiate maniac gods came much later in the history of the Americas and is associated with the evil Tezcatlipoca, god of the night and sorcery.

APPENDIX – GOD’S TRUTH SQUARE

The Truth-Square is a set of blocks or stones arranged in a 3 x 3 square. The spiritual number 3 means ‘God’ and ‘Truth’. The number 9 = 3 x 3 means God’s (3) Truth (3): ‘Judgment’ (9). The LORD is “Judge of all the Earth” (Gen. 18:25).

In the Truth-Square we see the four corners of the Earth, each one in the direction it belongs relative to the Holy Land: Europe is North; Americas are West, Africa is South, and Asia is East. (Note: The North side of the 3-square is not a corner, that is why the North must appear in the North-East quadrant of the 3-square). The four corners of the Earth also correspond to the fathers of all peoples. Japheth is the father of Europeans. Noah is the spiritual father of Americas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NOAH</th>
<th>BLESSING</th>
<th>JAPHETH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Americas)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>(Europe)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGYPT</td>
<td>HOLY LAND</td>
<td>BABYLON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Slavery)</td>
<td>(Israel)</td>
<td>(City of Cain)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAM</td>
<td>CURSE</td>
<td>SHEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Africa)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>(Asia)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Holy Land (5) also stands for Israel the people God called to dwell there and it stands for Messiah who was born there and will rule there. God put a Blessing (2) and a Curse (8) before Israel. To the
east is Babylon (4), which also signifies Kingdom or World Rule. To the west is Egypt (6), which is the land of Slavery and Bondage. Shem (7) can also mean Name, and Ham (9) can also mean Burnt.

Each stone in the Truth-Square also signifies a number: 1 to 9. Of course, numbers have their own spiritual meanings. For more information on that, please see the Number Maps on our site.